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EXAMINER: PROJECT PEGASUS
THE #2 STORY FOR ALL OF 2009

SEATTLE, WA (EXAMINER) – Alfred Lambremont Webre – Seattle Exopolitics Examiner – January 3,
2010
#2 – Time travel and teleportation are confirmed by independent whistleblowers
2009 marks that year that independent whistleblowers came forward to confirm the reality of two
technologies that will transform the future of our reality on Earth – time travel and teleportation.
One factor that distinguishes this story from the #1 2009 ET/UFO story is that it is driven by citizen
whistleblowers who are, with great personal sacrifice and jeopardy, making public knowledge and
information to which they are privy, but which the national security state continues to withhold contrary to
the public interest.
Teleportation and time travel seem to involve similar, Tesla-based quantum access technologies that will
be crucial in achieving planetary sustainability in our future.
One fascinating dynamic in these revelations is the promise of more revelations to come in 2010 and
succeeding years, as predicted by the Web-Bot’s ALTA reports.
A Sept. 15, 2009 report derived from the Web Bot predicted that a “planetary whistleblower” would
emerge from the current period of U.S. financial collapse.
Clif High, the genius behind the Web Bot, determined that the individual was “very likely” Mr. Andrew D.
Basiago, a lawyer from Washington State who is leading a truth campaign to establish that the U.S.
defense community achieved teleportation in the late 1960s. The report also stated that Mr. Basiago’s
crusade would spark a movement, as other whistle-blowers shared with the public previously secret
information.
In fulfillment of the scenario predicted by the Web Bot, both Mr. Basiago and Dr. David L. Anderson are
whistleblowers who have emerged during the latter months of 2009 to affirm secret time travel
advancements by the U.S. government and private industry that may articulate a way out of the current
depression via investment in a 21st century infrastructure that would include teleportation and other new
energy applications.
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Teleportation
The initial 2009 revelations concerning U.S. government teleportation involved its use in extraterrestrialrelated projects.
According to the Examiner.com article breaking the story:
“Two whistleblowers, both formerly involved in secret research and development projects undertaken by
U.S. defense agencies, have independently verified their secret teleportation to U.S. bases on Mars, and
to meeting intelligent Martian extraterrestrial life...
“One of the whistleblowers, Arthur Neumann, who until recently referred to himself as Henry Deacon, was
formerly associated with a U.S. government agency. On July 25, 2009, at the European Exopolitics
Congress in Barcelona, Mr. Neumann publicly stated, ‘There is life on Mars. There are bases on Mars. I
have been there.’ “
The following day, Mr. Neumann participated in Futuretalk, a Project Camelot documentary interview, in
which he provided details of his teleporting to a base on Mars and participating in a one-hour project
meeting, which was also attended by representatives of an intelligent civilization that lives in cities under
the surface of Mars.“
The other whistleblower, lawyer Andrew D. Basiago, is a former child participant in a secret time travel
project launched by the US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA).
In a six-hour interview released August 31, 2009, Mr. Basiago relates his experiences in DARPA’s Project
Pegasus during the period 1969 to 1972, and describes probes to past and future events that he took via
teleportation and chronovision during the early days of time-space exploration by the US government.
“‘He [Mr. Basiago] confirms that the United States has been teleporting individuals to Mars for decades
and recounts the awe-inspiring and terrifying trips that he took to Mars in 1981 after he was tapped to go
there because he had teleported as a child participant in Project Pegasus.’”

Time Travel
On August 31, 2009, in a six-hour interview by Jessica Schab that has become a YouTube classic, Mr.
Basiago disclosed the existence of a secret US time travel program called Project Pegasus.
In the interview, Basiago states that the US government’s “quantum access” capability was so advanced
40 years ago that in 1971, he was asked to read a copy of his paper The Discovery of Life on Mars that
had been retrieved from the future, so that when he wrote it, in 2008, it would contain as much data about
Mars as possible.
This interview, in which Mr. Basiago explains the connections between his childhood involvement in
Project Pegasus and later Mars findings, can be viewed here.
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Project Pegasus was a classified, defense-related research and development program launched by the
US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) in the late 1960’s.
In the You Tube interview with Ms. Schab, Mr. Basiago, “relates his experiences in DARPA’s Project
Pegasus during the period 1969 to 1972, and describes probes to past and future events that he took via
teleportation and chronovision during the early days of time-space exploration by the US government.”
According to Mr. Basiago, the US government already had a fully operational teleportation capability in
1967-68, and by 1969-70, was actively training a cadre of gifted and talented American schoolchildren,
including himself, to become America’s first generation of “chrononauts” or time-space explorers.
This training, he said, culminated in 1981, when, as a 19-year-old, he teleported to Mars, first by himself
after being prepared for the trip by CIA officer Courtney M. Hunt, and then a second time in the company
of Hunt.
Both trips, Mr. Basiago said, were made via a “jump room” located at a CIA facility in El Segundo, CA.
The apparent purpose of the trips to Mars was to familiarize him with Mars because the CIA knew of his
destiny pertaining to publicly establishing the fact that Mars is an inhabited planet and deemed it
important that he visit Mars and experience its conditions first-hand.
Mr. Basiago’s involvement in advanced US time-space research as a child, as well as Courtney M. Hunt’s
identity as a career CIA officer, have been confirmed by Dr. Jean Maria Arrigo, an ethicist who works
closely with US military and intelligence agencies, and by US Army Captain Ernest Garcia, whose storied
career in US intelligence included both serving as a guard on the Dead Sea Scroll expeditions of Israeli
archaeologist Yigal Yadin and as the Army security attaché to Project Pegasus.

Remote sensing in the time-space continuum
Mr. Basiago has revealed that between 1969 and 1972, as a child participant in Project Pegasus, he both
viewed past and future events through a device known as a chronovisor and teleported back and forth
across the country in vortal tunnels opened in time-space via Tesla-based teleporters located at the
Curtiss-Wright Aeronautical Company facility in Wood Ridge, NJ and the Sandia National Laboratory in
Sandia, NM.
DARPA had, he explains, five reasons for involving American school children in such new, dangerous,
and experimental activities.
First, the Department of Defense wanted to test the mental and physical effects of teleportation on
children.
Second, Project Pegasus needed to use children because the holograms created by the chronovisors
would collapse when adults stood within them.
Third, the children were tabula rasa and would tend to see things during the time probes that adults would
tend to miss.
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Fourth, the children were trainees who upon growing up would serve in a covert time-space program
under DARPA that would operate in tandem with the overt space program under NASA.
Lastly, the program sponsors found that after moving between time lines, adult time travelers were often
becoming insane, and it was hoped that by working with gifted and talented children from childhood, the
US government might create an adult cadre of “chrononauts” capable of dealing with the psychological
effects of time travel.
In one time probe to the future undertaken by Project Pegasus from a chronovisor device located at ITT
Defense Communications in Nutley, NJ, Mr. Basiago viewed the US Supreme Court building in
Washington, DC as it would be in the year 2013.
During this probe, he found that the Supreme Court building was under 100 feet of stagnant water and
reported this to the Lieutenant Commander from the Office of Naval Intelligence who debriefed him after
the probe to the future was completed.
He hastens to add that because the chronovisors did not identify absolute, deterministic futures but rather
alternate futures in the “multi-verse,” this catastrophic vision of Washington, DC might be from an
alternative time line that does not materialize on our time line. In contrast to the chronovisor probes, in
which a form of virtual time travel was achieved, the teleporters developed by Project Pegasus allowed
for physical teleportation to distant locations, sometimes with an adjustment forward or backward in time
of days, weeks, months, or years.
According to Mr. Basiago, by 1972, the US government was using “quantum displacement” of this kind to
both send people forward in time several years to store sensitive military secrets in the future and
backward in time several years to provide the government current intelligence about future events.

Societal impact of chronovision and teleportation
Andrew D. Basiago’s Pegasus revelations establish that a secret, advanced US time-space program
emerged 40 years ago.
For four decades, this program has used esoteric technologies involving chronovision and teleportation to
perform “remote sensing in time” of past and future events. For the past three decades, teleportation has
also been used to send individuals from Earth to strategic US bases on Mars. He is adamant that these
technologies be revealed so that their positive and negative aspects can be debated and their positive
aspects used to advantage humanity.
Chronovision, he said, could be used to create an international network of virtual museums in which
images from the past would be shown to enlighten and educate the public. Misapplied, such technology
could also be used to create a Fascist society based on 24-hour surveillance of individuals by
government, which may have been portended by the DARPA project called “Total Information
Awareness” that President George W. Bush established and placed under Admiral John Poindexter.
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Teleportation is a second quantum access technology developed with public funds that the public is being
denied the full benefits of. Teleportation could be used, Basiago said, to move people and goods more
quickly and efficiently around the globe, without the pollution caused by planes, trains, and automobiles or
the negative land use effects from airports, railroad tracks, and highways. Yet, if it is not declassified,
teleportation will remain what it has been for 40 years, that is, a weapon for use only by the US military, to
have the option to put troops precisely where they are needed on battlefields.
In December 2009, a second time travel whistle-blower in addition to Andrew D. Basiago emerged to
confirm the existence of U.S. government development of time travel technology and emphasize the
importance of the real-world application of such technology for achieving planetary sustainability.
Dr. David Lewis Anderson, director of the Anderson Institute, emerged publicly in a two-hour interview on
December 23, 2009 to give an extensive account of his time control research for the U.S. Air Force, which
he later continued at his Time Travel Research Institute and other organizations. Dr. Lewis’ public
revelations regarding time travel follow disclosures made in August and November by Andrew D. Basiago
in interviews concerning his experiences in time travel experiments undertaken by DARPA’s Project
Pegasus in the early 1970s.
Both whistleblowers – Andrew D. Basiago and Dr. David L. Anderson – independently emphasize the
connection between creating a positive human future and public disclosure of the time travel and time
control capabilities that they say the U.S. government has developed but kept secret, thereby depriving
the world of the potential life-advantaging benefits of technologies that manipulate the quantum
environment.
Dr. Anderson stated that time control technology will solve the global energy crisis, with diverse
applications in both new energy production and medical research.
In support of Mr. Basiago’s call for disclosure by the U.S. government of its time travel technologies, Dr.
Anderson stated that “these new developments need to be made public.”
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